
THE MAS DES OULES’ WELLNESS AND SPA AREA

Take the time to relax and recharge in the tranquil setting of the Mas des Oules. 

From the accoustics to the lighting, everything is tailored to enhance relaxation in 
our wellness suite. A selection of locally sourced organic beauty treatments and 
masssages are on offer.

On a lounger, underneath the olive trees in the garden, a herbal tea will extend this 
pampering session.

californian massage  1h       95€
Inspired by a method that takes care of the body’s entirety, equally on a physical, 
psychological and emotional level, this massage makes use of slow and fluid 
movements to relax and relieve stress.  

ayurvedic massage   1h   95€
Known for its preventative benefits the ayurvedic massage relieves pain, relaxes and 
improves circulation by stimulating and strenghtening the lymphatic system. Time-
honored strokes and kneading will bring about a sensation of peace

swedish massage    1h  95€
Designed to dissolve tension and strenghten muscles and articulations, this massage 
goes beyond relaxation- it energizes, eliminates toxins and improves blood circulation 
as well as flexibility.

lymphatic drainage massage  1h   95€
Stimulateand rejuvinate your body with our lymphatic drainage massage. Its benifits 
include: fighting infection, boosting immunity, aiding weight loss. Its detoxifying 
properties are perfect to combat cellulite, headaches, swelling and many other 
conditions.

body scrub massage                    1h 105€
The combination of these two treatments will allow you to feel rejuvinated as well 
as serene. supple feeling skin coupled with a feeling of wellbeing guaranteed.



FACIALS WITH NAURAL PRODUCTS
radiance facial treatment      30mn    50€
divine radiance       1h00     85€
precious glow      1h15          105€
Supreme radiance      1h30          125€
    
MANICURES & PEDICURES WITH NATURAL PRODUCTS
brazilian manicure      30mn  40€
brazilan manicure + nail polish              45mn  45€
Brazilian pedicure                   30mn   45€
Brazilian pedicure + nail polish             45mn   50€
   
semi-permanent nail polish treatment   45mn  50€

MAKEUP
day makeup                    30€
night makeup                           45€
wedding makeup + trial                                    100€  

WAXING
waxing treatments are available for women as well as for men.

eyebrows, lips or chin             12€
underarms         17€
arms          20€
bikini line         34€
brazilian                    39€
hollywood                   44€
thighs         20€
half legs                       20€
legs                                  35€
     
Package deals
underarms, bikini, half legs        53€
underarms, brazilian, half legs                   57€
underarms, hollywood, half legs               60€
underarms, bikini, legs                       64€
underarms, brazilian, legs      68€
underarms, hollywood, legs      71€
half legs, bikini                   40€
legs, bikini                             52€


